Modular Design of Porous Soft Materials via Self-Organization of Metal-Organic Cages.
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and porous coordination polymers (PCPs) have been well-recognized as emerging porous materials that afford highly tailorable and well-defined nanoporous structures with three-dimensional lattices. Because of their microporous nature, MOFs can accommodate small molecules in their lattice structure, thus discriminating them on the basis of their size and physical properties and enabling their separation even in the gas phase. Such characteristics of MOFs have attracted significant attention in recent years for diverse applications and have ignited a worldwide race toward their development in both academic and industrial fields. Most recently, new challenges in porous materials science demand processable liquid, melt, and amorphous forms of MOFs. This trend will provide a new fundamental class of microporous materials for further widespread applications in many fields. In particular, the application of flexible membranes for gas separation is expected as an efficient solution to tackle current energy-intensive issues. To date, amorphous MOFs have been prepared in a top-down approach by the introduction of disorder into the parent frameworks. However, this new paradigm is still in its infancy with respect to the rational design principles that need to be developed for any approach that may include bottom-up synthesis of porous soft materials. Herein we describe recent progress in bottom-up "modular" approaches for the synthesis of porous, processable MOF-based materials, wherein metal-organic cages (MOCs), alternatively called metal-organic polyhedra (MOPs), are used as "modular cavities" to build porous soft materials. The outer periphery of a MOP is decorated with polymeric and dendritic side chains to obtain a polymer-grafted MOP, imparting both solution and thermal processability to the MOP cages, which have an inherent nanocavity along with high tailorability analogous to MOFs. Well-ordered MOP assemblies can be designed to obtain phases ranging from crystals to liquid crystals, allowing the fabrication of flexible free-standing sheets with preservation of the long-range ordering of MOPs. Furthermore, future prospects of the modular design for porous soft materials are provided with the anticipation that the bottom-up design will combine porous materials and soft matter sciences, leading to the discovery and development of many unexplored new materials and devices such as MOF-based self-healing membranes possessing well-defined nanochannels. The macroscopic alignment of channels can be controlled by external factors, including electric and magnetic fields, external forces, and modified surfaces (templating and patterning), which are conventionally used for engineering of soft materials.